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Download Citation on ResearchGate | Facebook: Threats to Privacy | End-users share a wide variety of information on
Facebook, but a discussion of the privacy.

This proves to be helpful for social media criminals to receive information about the person. You can
customize your settings or uncheck the box while installing a new app that asks your permission to access
location details. Also, we will try to find out how to access the risks and what are the options to manage and
prevent those risks: 1. They will even try to contact your friends or colleagues to collect their private
information by leaving the impression that it is asked by you. But after the regulation was explained, 82
percent of respondents said they plan to exercise their new rights, according to the survey of 7, Europeans
conducted by Cambridge, Mass. So, what we view our role as, is giving people that power. Following this
admission, Zuckerberg testified before Congress and EU lawmakers regarding Facebook security issues.
Protect your location privacy: Young adults tend to personalize their social media profile by updating the live
location from their Smartphone device. Still thinking what can be a strong password? These all relate to
publishing, not ownership. O , which makes sales and marketing software. By subscribing to the updated
security software, you can avoid any harm to your social media accounts through malicious links, scams,
phishing, hacking, etc. Another big danger that you may face in this case is a compromise of all the personal
details of your employees. Check LastPass , an online password generator to understand what we are talking
about. Read More , the arguments in favor of ditching the service are piling up at an alarming rate. Through
this method, hackers attract customers towards themselves and they steal confidential data of your customers.
Frankly, it rolls over meekly and gives the governments what they want. They find it quite interesting to tag
images or posts with a live location displayed to the public. Even those who said they would use Facebook
less were switching to Instagram, which is also owned by Facebook. But it also meant none of the Facebook
apps being developed internally for iOS could be run.


